The Janie Cooper Endowment of the JPL presents

“Winter Hunt”
The Rosalind Goodman Cultural Institute

Film in German with English subtitles, 105 min.

“Winter Hunt” by Astrid Schult (Germany, 2017)

In this psychological thriller Lena lies her way into the Rossberg family home to confront a former Auschwitz guard. Anchored by excellent performances, Winter Hunt is filled with revelations that will keep you on the edge of your seat.

For this debut movie the young German film director Astrid Schult was awarded a Micki Moore Award for Best Narrative Feature directed by a woman at TJFF, Emerging Filmmakers Jury Prize at AJFF and the German Television-Crime Award.

Introduced by Trudis Goldsmith-Reber, Co-chair, JPL English Programming Committee.

In collaboration with the Consulate General of the Federal Republic of Germany, the Goethe Institute of Montreal and the Montreal Holocaust Museum.

Tuesday | November 6, 2018 | 7:30 pm
Jewish Public Library | 5151 Côte-Ste-Catherine
Members/students* $10 | General admission $15
Tickets + Info: 514.345.6416 | Vin d’honneur

* Tickets at the member rate must be purchased in advance. Students pay member rate at all times. Call for details. Doors open 30 minutes prior to the event.
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